
ABOUT TAMARA BOYKIN YOUNG — 

The Executive Public Relations Practitioner—  seen on ABC, NBC & FOX 
is an Award-Winning writer and consultant specializing in Culinary, Travel, 
Wellness & Finance sectors.   http://www.youtube.com/foodandtravel.   
She's also a Television and Magazine writer credited for helping Kraft 
Foods and Kool Aid break all-time-sales records in 1995.  Young has also 
written Food and Travel stories for Woman's Day Magazine and Bon 
Appetite  --  Television, Radio and Print advertisements for Ford featured in 
Time, AdWeek, Ebony, Essence and others.   
 
Young cut her teeth in the highly competitive corporate world, in 1993, 
wrangling communications giant, AT&T as a first client at the tender age of 
23;  later writing the industry goliath's advertising copy through Uniworld Ad 
agency.   A highly sought-after public relations pro and event planner,  her 
clients and dozens of Fortune 500 sponsors have ranged from GM, 
Oppenheimer Funds and Fifth Third Bank ~ to Mercedes, Macy's, Kitchen 
Aid, Cuisinart, Dior and more.  Her televised  'Tastes & Tours'-branded 
events have attracted broadcast media, thousands of foodies, hundreds of 
sponsors -- even debuting at the exclusive Neiman Marcus, The Detroit 
Symphony Orchestras, Fox Theatre — as well as venues in  Acapulco and 
Hawaii.

Young has also worked tirelessly on behalf of countless celebrities interests, 
including: Events headlined by a fresh faced R&B Artist, Usher Raymond, as he 
debuted as a teenager during the mid-90’s; Superstar Performer Witney Houston 
during the AT&T True Voice Campaign, which Young managed;  Young’ has also 
worked with Acclaimed Movie Star,  Danny Glover on a charity assignment;  
Legendary Actors Ossie Davis & Ruby Dee, in the 90’s, while living in New York 
and writing their ad copy and producing their theatre performance box-office 
slicks;  Boxer, Sugar Shane Mosely,  Actor, Singer, Model, Queen Latifah’s camp 
have been beneficiaries of Young’s advice and counsel -- just to name a few. 

MEDICAL CONSULTANT
Tamara’s 14-years of expertise in Neutraceutical sales spawned $50 million in 
wholesale revenue for her clients;  thus making her an ideal fit as CEO of 
Preventative Health Partnerships, LLC., (PHP) where she advocates for patients 

http://www.youtube.com/foodandtravel


while consulting dozens of esteemed physicians and labs — teaching leveraging 
concepts in the lifesaving, lucrative, medical industry.  Young’s firm offers a 
variety of ancillary income opportunities.  Young has earned has earned her 
clients more than 10 million dollars since 2014 — She and her staff are credited 
with testing more than 20,000 patients for Medication Sensitivity Risks, which 
more than 100,000 die from annually.  Every dollar earned by Young’s PHP is 
linked to a life potentially saved.

Young's firm trains, staffs and hires dozens of Medical Promoters & Medical 
Techs” —  her ”Superheroes."   Her PHP works throughout the U.S. and 
internationally  —  boasting a presence throughout Michigan, Chicago, 
Ohio, New Jersey, Texas, Mississippi Florida, Arkansas Tennessee, Hawaii, 
Puerto Rico, Oklahoma, Georgia -- with sales relationships in Dubai, 
Jordan, Iraq and even the Philippines. 

— All while stirring up opportunities for PR clients to become wealthier ~ Young 
was also mastering Recruiting, Developing Massive Infrastructures, Personal 
Growth & Accountability Coaching ~ Traveling the world over ~ becoming highly 
sought-after in the world of Relationship Marketing (a sometimes puzzling 
industry which has created more millionaires than any other industry, while 
eluding 87% of the mass population).   The Coastal Seeking, Stingray Stroking, 
Entrepreneur Leverages Her Time and Bankability in the billion dollar MLM arena 
~ Earning Passive Income.   For 15 years, Young has been a proven Team-
Builder having consulted and trained thousands of sales professionals.

A busy Young has attracted & maintained teams in 14 countries at once;  
generating millions in revenue (Concentrations in Wellness  and Finance).  A 3rd-
generation entrepreneur, she has combined her passion for helping others, with 
her 'front-of-the-room on-camera confidence,' becoming a multiple 7-figure 
earning, extensively quoted spokesperson and motivator to scores of marketers. 
Highly competitive companies seek Young’s worldwide product introduction 
expertise. 

In 2016, Young expanded her consulting business into the finance sector.  Her 
unique expertise and extensive knowledge of the most liquid financial market in 
the world,  Foreign Exchange Currency (FOREX)  — allows her agency to 
consult in the 6 trillion dollar per day space, which dwarfs the stock market and 
any other financial market.  Young currently consults nearly 1,000 internationally 
based FOREX Traders — and she teaches each clients how to turn profits daily 
using only their cell phones. (http://turnyourcellphoneintoanatm.com) -with 
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collaborations from The Carolinas to Canada — Saudi Arabia to South Africa — 
Detroit to Dubai and Dublin. Young’s Rich Girls Trade organization (RGT) is now 
a highly sought after Globally Growing FOREX Movement -- dominated mostly by 
women traders. Rich Girls Trade (FB)  http://RichGirlsTrade.com  

Not only is RGT a life and finance-transforming business, it is also a volunteer-
driven charitable organization matching successful professionals as mentors with 
young girls, ages 12 - 16  throughout under-resourced communities worldwide.  
To sponsor a young girl, visit: 
richgirlstrade.wixsite.com/forex/charities-giving-back

To book a consult with Young, contact Helen Kumah — Executive Marketing Director, at:  

734.369.0724.  To contact Young directly, call 810.310.6664.  
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